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JOHN POCHÉE: NOT THE BITTER END 

by John Clare/Gail Brennan* 

_____________________________________________________ 

[Editor’s note: John Pochée’s “dream band” Ten Part Invention had its debut 

recently at the Adelaide Arts Festival. Something approaching legend has gathered 

about the master drummer and his musical associates. This article was written in 

advance of the Adelaide performances, and attempts to puts the legend into 

perspective. This appeared in the Summer/Autumn 1986 edition of Jazz Magazine.] 

here is a sense here, as in most places, of an underground, an esoteric 

brotherhood which has the real thing, and of an esoteric group of listeners 

(natch!) which alone has recognised it. Some of these listeners have taken to 

ink, usually with unfortunate results. Viz: 

“Sitting close to them is often like being in the teeth of a tricky surf. The drummer 

develops more momentum than anyone playing in Australia, but he does it by 

running around the beat and pouncing back to scare it on. There is a sustained 

hissing, scary crashes, deep thuds of punctuation, waves of energy which veer and 

nearly topple. 

 

This article was the cover story in the Summer/Autumn, 1986 edition of Jazz 

Magazine… PHOTO CREDIT PETER SINCLAIR 

__________________________________________________________ 
 
*John Clare has written on diverse topics for most major Australian publications. 
He has published four books: Bodgie Dada: Australian Jazz Since 1945; Low Rent; 
Why Wangaratta?: Ten Years Of The Wangaratta Festival of Jazz; and Take Me 
Higher.  His website is at  http://johnclare.extempore.com.au/ 
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“When an overloading of cross rhythms is unsnarled to reveal new transformations 

of speed, or when the alto player begins rocking crazily — spilling out bright 

demented trills and lightning bolt phrases placed unpredictably over his instrument’s 

range — then their contemporary fans, who do like to sit very close to them, will yell 

giddily, yip and moan, and the whole effect is like a rampage of shrilling pygmies 

through rainforest. That is, a setting of everything in motion, a sounding of all 

overtones, an activation of all reverberations. 

 

Bernie McGann: his tune Mex is an unfolding of radiant, almost Debussyan melody 

over a soft insistent Latin shuffle…PHOTO COURTESY AUSTRALIAN JAZZ MUSEUM 

“This raging, abandoned and consuming aspect of The Last Straw is complemented 

by an exotic and tranquil stream. Altoist Bernie McGann’s tune Mex is an unfolding 

of radiant, almost Debussyan melody over a soft insistent Latin shuffle…” 

The writer of this hyperbolic garble has either retired or died of embarrassment, 

leaving purple splashes through a trail of obscure magazines. One follows the trail 

with a morbid fascination. After dismissing three or four of these overheated efforts 

one is suddenly impressed by the feverish consistency of it all. Something about these 

musicians (the names Pochée, McGann, Gebert, Yates, Esterman, Barr, Frampton 

and Munro recur) has excited this vain frenzy. Something is beating about in all that 

jungle of inarticulate prose, a cry, which must have risen in response to something 

far more powerful than itself. 

Indeed. To seek these people out and hear them, in venues as rank and obscure as 

the magazines in which they are extolled, is a little like Marlow’s journey into the 
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heart of darkness. Sometimes one finds only a grave, as is the case of Keith Barr, and 

adverse portents loom at each bend: 

“Bernie, I would never play the saxophone like you,” said Don Burrows on ABC radio. 

The man himself, unseen, said nothing in his own defence, until the listener might 

have imagined Burrows addressing himself not to a living man but a troublesome 

heresy, a legend, in the dictionary sense, of some pagan time when magic and 

courage overrode commonsense, to which the only comfortable stance is scepticism. 

 

The great British drummer Jackie Dougan: John Pochée has got great chops!... 

“I know Pochée hasn’t got great chops, but he’s got the magic time, he…” 

Jackie Dougan, the great British drummer, interrupted this spiel by an excited young 

student to say, “Pochée has got great chops.” 

“Well,” said the student, “I know he hasn’t got, you know, really great chops, like 

proper chops, but . . .” 

“John Pochée has got great chops!” 

“We’ve got this far out jazz drummer coming in,” a club bandleader told his 

musicians. “We might have some trouble with the charts because he probably can’t 

read.” 

According to the musicians concerned, Pochée cut the charts with a vengeance. It still 

annoys him, we discovered, that because of his reputation as an individualistic jazz 

player, many staid bandleaders don’t believe he can read or play a commercial job. 

He has been the musical director for many years of a highly successful club act, The 

Kinsmen. 

When one finally hears the music, the romance of controversy dissolves. One has 

been misled by the detractors and the advocates. Here is a music distinguished not so 

much by its iconoclasm as by the depth at which it has absorbed the jazz tradition 

and the freedom and assurance with which it can use it. One is reminded of how, by 
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the 1950s at least, Louis Armstrong was being judged in some quarters by the slick 

standards set by his many imitators. That smoothness is often mistaken for 

sophistication. Here is, after all, a deep and mature music, beside which that of its 

detractors seems an adolescent, lacquered little brook. 

All the mystique can be reduced quickly to these elements: in all countries outside 

America there are — there probably only can be — only handfuls of musicians who by 

quirk of temperament, as well as exceptional musicality, have been able to assimilate 

the jazz tradition to the point where they can make an individualistic contribution 

without sounding like hydroponic hybrids. It is natural that they will gravitate 

towards each other, will be admired by those who, however execrable their prose, 

happen to recognise their peculiar quality, and will be treated with great scepticism 

by those who are secure on the surface of the music. 

This quickly stems as much from attitude as from musicianship. Ornette Coleman 

has described this as a willingness to put the music first, rather than the instrument. 

Put another way, it is an attitude in which strength and range of expression take 

precedence over slickness. 

 

Ornette Coleman: a willingness to put the music first, rather than the instrument… 

For an underground figure, John Pochée is curiously substantial, extroverted, 

flamboyant ... why, he disports himself like a film star, like a prince. Even in 

subterranean gloom he plays as if it were a Broadway opening. And indeed, when he 

plays, a barrage of lights goes on. He has long lived a double life: underground jazz 

musician and showbiz drummer and musical director. He has travelled widely with 

the club act, who prize him and treat him very well, and he has an extraordinary 

range of friends and acquaintances — only a fraction of whom are familiar with his 

jazz work. 

In so many ways he is the exact opposite of Bernie McGann, his friend and musical 

partner for more than 30 years. It is a commonplace to say that these opposites 

complement each other — the truth of it is that nothing in original Australian music 

quite reaches the heights of their work together. There are many musicians here who  
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Pochée (left)  with his friend Bernie McGann, snapped in London when the McGann 

Trio was performing at Ronnie Scott’s… 

can play with muscular drive, with swing, who can satisfy, entertain and create 

excitement. There are very few who can do this with great originality, and there are 

none that I have heard who can rise together in the quite spooky spiral which 

develops when these two take off. I think the most completely satisfying bands I have 

heard here are the trio with Lloyd Swanton on bass, and the quartet, with Bob Gebert 

on piano. If these are like great chamber music, with all the subtle beauty and swift 

intensity of the idiom, then The Last Straw — with Ken James on tenor and soprano, 

Tony Esterman on piano, plus McGann, Pochée, Swanton — is like The Rite Of 

Spring. Although Pochée is often unavailable, overseas, he gives heart and soul to the 

rare performances of these groups, and one feels that given six months of solid work 

— that is, maybe one or two jobs a week — then our unfortunate writer’s effusions 

would cease to be hyperbole. 

 

Pochée at the Fat Black Pussycat, Melbourne, in 1964, with the group The Heads. In 

the background is Bernie McGann. Although he is right-handed, Pochée plays a 

right-handed drum kit left-handed…PHOTO CREDIT DAVID FRANKLIN ASSOCIATES PTY 

LTD 
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Everything about John Pochée is singular. Although he is right-handed, he plays a 

right-handed drum kit left-handed. He lives overlooking the beach but he cannot 

swim. His father was an undertaker, and he is the least lugubrious of men. As an 

adolescent he played the restrained, cool jazz that was fashionable at the time. In 

maturity he plays with the fire and recklessness of youth. 

In 1956, friends of Pochée’s sister Shirley opened the Mocambo Lounge at Newtown 

and invited the aspiring drummer to jam there on Saturday nights. His accomplice 

was pianist Dave Levy. They played Brubeck and West Coast material and were soon 

joined by Bernie McGann who could sound like Paul Desmond. Pochée was very keen 

on Joe Morello. The hard-bop resurgence had begun here, and one of its strongest 

voices was that of Bob Bertles, whose aggressive attack is said to have offended the 

young Pochée. Hard to imagine? Pochée now cringes at the memory of his 

supercilious 16-year-old attitudes. The most powerful bop voice in Sydney and 

Melbourne was that of the late Frank Smith, from whom McGann took some lessons. 

Soon McGann began to play harder, but it was some years before he would rival the 

electrifying dazzle and hard urgency of his teacher, or of Bob Bertles for that matter. 

Pochée’s change of direction was largely triggered by Joe Lane who preached Bird,  

 

Joe Lane: he preached Bird, Rollins, Blakey and Roach with religious zeal… 

Rollins, Blakey and Roach with religious zeal. The jazz life began for the lads, and 

their adventures in Gloom Castle, Muttering Lodge and Junior Muttering are well 
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documented (see for instance Andrew Bisset’s Black Roots, White Flowers). By the 

end of the 1950s they had not only plunged deep into the bop stream but had begun 

to explore some of the areas suggested by Ornette Coleman and John Coltrane. They 

were joined by Bob Gebert from Adelaide, Keith Barr from England, Dave MacRae 

and Andy Brown from New Zealand. 

They were no longer cool. Quite the reverse. Some club owners found them too wild, 

too far out. McGann was accused of imitating Ornette Coleman before he had 

actually heard the American. The little band of admirers would have it that Pochée 

was Australia’s Elvin Jones. Of course there is no Australian Elvin Jones, but even if 

comparisons were possible on any level it would have to be noted that Pochée’s style 

is completely his own. 

Nobody could deny that these musicians had originality, but the beard and glasses 

brigade is always quick to point out that original does not necessarily mean good. 

Pochée is very very good. One highly professional club, session and jazz drummer 

was so intrigued by the apparent liberties Pochée took that he put a stopwatch on his 

opening bars in a breakneck piece with The Last Straw, and on his closing bars. 

There was no variation. “He is truly amazing,” the drummer told me. “I think you’d 

have to go to America to find anyone who can play with that freedom and keep such 

good time.” 

 

The American saxophonist Dave Liebman: wow, who’s that drummer?.. 

Hearing an exceptional tape on which Pochée played with Mike Nock, Bob Bertles, 

Keith Stirling and Dave Ellis, the visiting American saxophonist Dave Liebman said, 

“Wow, who’s that drummer?” 
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It must be said against this that when Pochée  has returned from a long commercial 

tour his jazz chops are often sloppy. What is remarkable is the speed at which he 

recovers them. McGann, however, is often disgruntled at such times. “He should 

decide to do one thing or the other,” he has said. “He could be the best.” The truth is 

that Pochée (financial commitments aside) would not be happy leading McGann’s 

low budget life. He enjoys the showbiz side, in which McGann, through 

temperament, has small interest. 

It would be a mistake to assume that either of them is unhappy. Each has had the 

odd grumble when venues have closed just as their music was peaking, when 

recording projects have disintegrated under a scarcely believable crossfire of 

disasters (recording vans leaking in the rain, missing bass tracks, a band member 

catching pneumonia on a crucial day, etc), and those who happen to have been 

around them only at such times might imagine they are martyrs to a cause. In fact 

they grumble far less about their jobs than the average citizen and in large their lives 

are unusually fulfilling. Romantic talk about art and commitment has led many a fool 

down desolate ways. If your art does not make you happy, you should give it up. 

McGann has quite sensibly done this on two occasions, staying in the bush; but 

Pochée eases pressures by bringing his other art form into play: the telling of bizarre 

and hilarious stories. 

“Our next job will be The Last Straw at The Bitter End,” said Pochée after a good run 

was cut short by extra-musical disasters.  

Pochée’s one-liners are the more effective for being set in dialogues so discursive that 

the listener can scarcely believe he has not lost his way. The one-liner brings you 

back to the story with a snap. In fact the key to Pochée’s percussion art is in his 

stories. At this point it is useful to quote from an essay on African music and 

language by anthropologist Ernest Borneman: 

 

The anthropologist Ernest Borneman: the whole European tradition strives for 

regularity — of pitch, of time, of timbre and vibrato… 
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“While the whole European tradition strives for regularity — of pitch, of time, of 

timbre and vibrato — the African tradition strives precisely for the negation of these 

elements. In language, the African language aims at circumlocution rather than at 

exact definition. The direct statement is considered crude and unimaginative... In 

music the same tendency towards obliquity and ellipses is noticeable . . . The timing 

and accentuation, finally, are not stated, but implied or suggested. The musician 

challenges himself to find and hold his orientation while ... withholding all signposts. 

“Rhythmically, this ... takes the form not only of syncopation, polyrhythm, stop time 

and multiple bar divisions, but also of shifted accents, which are not normally 

considered of a dynamic nature in European music.” 

It seems to me that Borneman has created a false division, and that one can say with 

certainty only that two poles exist between which cultures and individuals veer. 

Pochée in language and music tends towards the discursive and the embracing. At 

his simplest he can be cryptic, not because he is trying to hide anything, but because 

he is alluding to several things simultaneously. Many fans of Warren Daly, a far more 

linear, straight down the centre sort of drummer, would say that Pochée does not 

swing. Some critics have said that he is not a time keeper, or that he disguises the 

beat (sometimes they say one when they mean the other). I think we have made it 

clear enough that Pochée keeps excellent time, and enunciates the beat in a way that 

is always appropriate to the context — be it Shirley Bassey (who has specifically 

asked for him on her tours) or Bernie McGann. 

 

Pochée: his rhythm, his sheer drive is the more powerful for the diversity of 

elements it gathers in its path… PHOTO COURTESY THE AUSTRALIAN 

The case I put here is that the more adventurous side, more discursive if you like, of 

Pochée’s work offers an unusually rich experience, combining excitement with 

beauty, humour, the delight of invention and surprise, and a generous passion which 

seeks to embrace everything simultaneously (and sometimes, as in a blinding flash, 

appears to succeed); and that his rhythm, his sheer drive is the more powerful for the 

diversity of elements it gathers in its path. It sets a world in motion. Pochée will 

probably be embarrassed to have it made public that he has on occasions . .. Wait a 

minute. Let him tell it. 
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“I thought to myself, these guys are all great players, but sometimes they need a 

bomb under them. Keith, he can blow so great, but he gets into that noodling, 

mumbling thing. I thought I’ll give them heaps . . . and then I just floated up about 

ten feet and looked down on myself playing . . .“ 

Instead of trying to describe a Pochée solo, I will condense one of his stories. It seems 

that Dave Liebman, somewhat under the weather, lurched into a Sydney club where 

he was first set upon by Joe Lane, who declared that he had found the key to Charlie 

Parker’s mystico/musical cosmos. “At this point,” says Pochée, “Dave Liebman’s eyes 

were x’s.” Liebman asks if he can borrow a saxophone and play, at which a well-

known pianist delivers a diatribe on arrogant Americans who think they can just walk 

in, etc. “At this point Dave Liebman’s eyes are x’s and he has a wiggly line for a 

mouth.” Later the pianist is told who Liebman is, and is all over him: Mr Liebman, I 

can’t tell you how honoured we are, did you bring your saxophone? 

“At this point,” says Pochée, “Dave Liebman has no features on his face.” 

Jazzwise, this year’s Adelaide Festival belongs to John Pochée. From March 5 to 15 

the master drummer will be featured in the Festival’s jazz club with a series of 

groups, including The Last Straw, the Bernie McGann Trio, the Roger Frampton 

Trio, the Bob Bertles Quintet, the Mike Bukovsky Quartet, a trio with Bernie McGann 

and Roger Frampton (always intriguing in combination) and Pochée’s ten-piece band 

Ten Part Invention, which will have its premiere performance at the Festival. 

 

The original Ten Part invention, which performed at the 1986 Adelaide Arts Festival: L-R. 

Roger Frampton, John Pochée, Sandy Evans, Bob Bertles, Hugh Fraser, James Greening, 

Ken James, Mike Bukovsky, Bernie McGann. [Missing: Warwick Alder]… PHOTO CREDIT 

PETER SINCLAIR 

The ten-piece band will be the realisation of one of Pochée’s dreams, inspired partly 

by Hall Overton’s setting of Thelonious Monk’s music in a large ensemble. By 

stopping short of a full ‘big band’ he hopes to avoid cliched ensemble writing while 

getting a big sound with a wide spectrum of colour. The band will probably play one 
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or two Monk pieces (“Monk,” says Pochée, “should be played in schools. He should 

have written the National Anthem. His tunes are really simple as nursery rhymes and 

sophisticated as Bartok.”) But most of the writing will be done by Mike Bukovsky and 

Roger Frampton. 

The band’s nucleus is The Last Straw: Pochée (drums), Bernie McGann and Ken 

James (saxes), Hugh Fraser (bass) and Roger Frampton (piano), who is replacing 

Tony Esterman. Mike Bukovsky and Warwick Alder will be added on trumpets, Bob 

Bertles and Sandy Evans on saxes, and James Greening on trombone. 

The wealth of mature writing and solo talent here boggles the mind. It is likely that at 

least one of McGann’s superb compositions will be scored for the larger band, as well 

as originals (in every sense) by Bukovsky and Frampton. 

 

John Pochée, snapped while  performing with the US saxophonist Dewey Redman during 

the States Of The Art series in Sydney, January, 1986…PHOTO CREDIT JANE MARCH 

As we have taken the Mickey out of a certain retired writer in the sun, we thought it 

only fair to ask him for a final comment. The following statement was recorded 

underwater at Long Reef: 

“At last the arts bureaucracy has woken up to itself. I for one commend them for 

having put their imprimatur on something that is neither self-consciously avant-

garde on the one hand, nor on the other hand Don Burrows. A regular gig is far more 

important than any Festival, but this might open a few doors. Out of the heart of 

darkness these ten wild Sydney musicians ... look, a blue grouper, starting to see a 

few more of those . . . Oh yes, to sit close to them is like being in the unharnessed 

power of the sea . . . On reflection . . .” 

Yes, well just keep watching those fishes there my boy. I for one will be donning 

beard and glasses and heading for Adelaide. 


